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ABSTR.,T',CT

As part of a study of the language- --3ed to conduct
daily business sic typical West German classroom situations, 30 native
English speakers observed selected classroom interactions and used
questionnaires to classify them and paraphrase them in English. The
observers were from a variety of English-speaking countries, and some
had explicitly educational backgrounds. Thc! questionnaires given to
the observers contained sentences e:iciting terms in a wide variety
of categories. Results obtained in some of the categories (reading,
noteboks, teacher record books, teachers, absence notes, truancy,
nd marks? illurtrate that this is a feasible method for btaini
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Tne present report is
an attempt to present some of the result,ov_atned in the course of an inquiry into the language which nativeIav,aLers of English would use to neer to selected aspects of theGvoman classroom situation. it 1: oart of a larger project concernedwIth the development of

teaching materials for the field of ',lass-
room language,for German teachers of English (1).

By 'classroom language'
we mean the lanooege used by teachersand pupils to conduct

classroom business. Our ;.-ro'llem is that notall aspects of the German
classroom situation ne-11 direct equivalentsin the English-speaking world:

some are rather specific and charac-teristic of schools in Germany
rather than elsewhere. If one main-tains, as we do. that using

the target language for as many aspectsof a foreign language
lesson as possible can make an important con-

tribution to closing the credibilit) sap between classroom andreality, ways need to be found to also talk about the characteristi-cally German aspects of the classroom situetias In English, in anacceptable way.

To avoid jumping to conclusions,
or to be dependant on irdiviAo-

sl opinions only, 3o native
speakers from various parts of the Eng-Il7,..-speaking world were asked to paraphrase in English a number of,,ts.tattoni as they sight arise is Game classrooms.

Lisa present paper is a report on this inquiry. After a brief,setch if the background and
a description of the method used wev,;!, present and discuss f^. the results obte-md in the courseinvestige- ^ before,
'inally. su,,--omsting how this information,i4.d for th ,-.ed teaching materials.

= rnIeOv_l

Pecent analyses of the role language in classroom
sl,rvev in Voss 1964) have shown

that classroom disco.is ,Iot only teacher talk. bait
io=ludes pupil-teacher and pup! --puplotaraction as well. More imv- ontly for our present purpose, theoa,!isation has grown that

a waside.iable proportion of the verbalti.F.rractior, in the classroom.if
we conside.' a lesson as a whole, is"x:ussed on fields other than the explicit lessor topic itself Amight have his Arthday, thm next test is to be announced or-,=;tp6ned, there are not

enough worksheets to go round and two child-sa.st be asked to share
copy. a pupil cannot find his homework--kteuo-ok. has not done his

homework, needs to be told off for mIsbe-4,-in, Lannot see the blackboard
properly, complains about a neigh-
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hour d1stufbin9 him, the whole class needs to be organised in groups
for the next stage in the lesson, there is no chalk left and a child
has to be sent to the Janitor or secretary to get some more, etc..

All of these are aspects of a ;esson involving language in a real zoo-
municative sense.

An attempt to systematise the various '-elds of reference of the
verbal interaction occurring in the context of a lesson shows at least
the following six fields of classroom discourse, (1) topic itself,
which obviously usually dominates the verbal interaction in the class-
room, (ii) the real life situation of the teacher and the children in
the classroom, (iii) the lnngubge, perhaps in the context of an expla-
nation or a correctioe. (JO discourse, in that teacher and pupils

1negotiate understamdingandclearupmisunderstenOit erganisation
covering any of the army organisatory moves needed L 4SSfOOM
business going, and (vi) discipline (cf. fuller survey . 1984).

Foreign language teachers do not necesearily acceoi_ 01 of these
fields of classroom discourse as areas to be covered in the foreign
language. While the first - and possibly also the third - tend to be
same what automatically included in the foreign language parts of their
lessors, any of the ethers are often not considered part of the les-
son °proper*, and are therefore *milt with in the mother tongue.

However, such a distinction between what is suitable for foreign
language discourse and what is not has rather serious implications.
It is easy to see that the fields often excluded in this way from be-
ing covered in the foreign language are in fact those which reflect
aspects of the actual situation in which the teaching is carried oet,

the classroom situation itself. However, the classroom situation
is the only genuine situation that institutionalised language teaching

commonly provides. There is little doubt chat the more these areas are
excluded from foreign language discourse the more the learners must
liwavitably be left with the impression that the foreign language is
only suitable for the verbalisation of the necessarily fictitious
worlds of textbooks and other teaching materials. We would therefore
argue very strongly in favour of an .nclusion, as far as conceivably
possible, of the actual classroom situation in all its aspects in what
is dealt with in the foreign language. This would not only take advan-
tage of an i -mediattly relevant practice field in which language is
used for real communicative purposes. but it Aould also help to close
the credibility gap between classroom work and real life which other-
wise "mould be inevitable

While it may be easy to agree on the desirability of this ap-
-.'ciach in principle, the problems of putting this concept into prac-
tice are cnesidereble. Teachers tend to receive little preparation

for the clessroom-related aspect of their foreign language cameand,
within the framework of the''r training, nor do there seem to be many
useful materials available to teachers interested in educating them-
selves is this respect on their own (cf. however, Hughes 1981, as a
losable exception), in addition, however, what may even be more funda
Aental as a problem is the realisation that many aspects of the class-
'ocap situation of a particult, iuntry are in fact rather difficult
,o atoms in a foreign language at all
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There are two major reasons for this difficult". The first is
convected with the different ways in which languages tend to concep-
tualise their surroundings: what may be easy to say in one language
may have to be paraphrased in tne other, because a directly corre-
sponding term (ana possibly also the concept that goes along with
it) may not be available. A German child who cannot see properly what
it says on the beard because the light is reflected on the shiny sur-
face so as to blur the chalk writing will want to say Die Tafel blen-
det, but will find no easy way of seying this in English (nor will the
[Cher be able to suggest one) because blecdoe in this sense cannot
be directly translated intn English, std a paraphrase such as Can I
sit elsewhere? I cannot see the boardeeoperlymey have to be pee-fif

iielous-situatIonaTTy appropriate soletiehe IN this problem.

The -,econd major reason for the difficulties often experienced with
the verbalisation of the various aspects of the classroom situation
in the target language has to do with the fact that foreign languages
are typically taught in the school setting of the home country of the
learners and not in the educational context ef the target language.
A German taacher will therefore need to be able to Cope with the Ger-
man school situation in Eaglish, and a German child may want to ver-
balise what happens in his own classroas, rather than in an imagi-
nary one located in an English-speaking country. While no doubt ma-
processes and procedur01 are identical or at least fairly similar ...

foreign language teaching situatiows (meteor*, tt is important to
realise that this is by no weans the case for all aspects of the
classroom situation, many of which are in fact tether specific to the
school setting in a particular country. The Klassenarbeitshefte need
to be CollIK d, Peter cannot find his itushet;lan16"4-ieff kept
nis Auf betheft either, the Klasstfilelireienss the Klassenbuch, but
the , ass ewer is absent, the Talefdi wet hes the
board, the elassensprecher #A to go to-T----11 of tee SchUlerrat,
the pupils eiife elope e4ather the nem day will be hit/PRI-rile
of these reereeent definite concepts in the minds of reriaachers
and pupils, but have no direct equivalents in the English school set-
tiog, and no deeree of familiarity with English classroom language in
England - with concepts such as feet, =niter, housemaster, regis-
ter, rouge boo!!. - fair (copy) bo e problem of
expretsTeg lheie German concepts In English.

Clearly, in both calms tie problem arises because the concepts
suggested by the German language or by the German classroom situation
can often only be paraphrated, maths'-thin eepreased directly, in a
foreign linguae* such as English. where leeirelisations for these con-
e.-zpts may not be readily available. If we. accept that it is desirable
e, principle to cover as much of the actual classroom situate). as
possible in the foreign language, serious attempts must be made to
arrive at acceptable English paraphrases of whet Merman teachers and
pupils might went to refer to.

In order to avoid having to invent our out paraphrases for this
purpose with the inherent danger of creating a kind of English only
f,am.prenansible within German classrooms - or having to rely on a few
narlividual opinions only - with the &sew of overgeneralising usages
wtidi may be umectssarily regiomal or even idiosyncratic -, 3o native
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sivaaers of En9ttsh from various parts of the English-speaking world
were asked to paraphrase e aJW0er of sucr concept, as they eight be
needed in (Arleen olassrooes, in what follows we shall report on this
inquiry (2).

netnod

The inquiry was conducted on the basis of so extensive questirn-
naire accompanied in each case by a face-to-face interview.

The subjects were netivr speakers of English from Encland(.13).
the United States(8). :relano(.4). Canada(.:), Scotland(1) and Wales
(.1)(N 3o). All of team happened to be in Germany at the time of t,-
interview, some on a passing visit to the country. some with up to s1
years of residence in it. it,st of them meee in the age range of 21-3o
(12).the next biggest age group were the 41-So year -olds(e8), pith
the other ranges fairly evenly reortmeted (31-4o: 4. under 2o and
over 5o:3each). The large majority must be considered w be very
familiar with educational settings: 27 of them were either students
(40.teachers() or lecturers(7). and one WM a school girl from
England. While there is no doubt that the availability - and readiness
to co- operate subjects for this inquiry was largely dictated by
chance. the breakdown of the figures shows that the peculation mils
fairly well spread spookily, with s desirable overrepreseetation of
interviewees with explicit educatioeal backgroueds (3).

The questionnaire used in the inquiry was 12 pages long. with
over loci it arranged in groups portal:lin to (11 the personal beck -
groune of the interviewees. (ii) pupils' equipment. (ill) books, (iv)
classroom surroundings. (v) classroom business, (vi) merits. (vii) dis-
cipline, and (viii) cherscterisaticlee of teachers and pupils. The main
problem in devising the format of the questionnaire was the need to
develop an elicitation procedure enabling subjects who might have no
or little cemmand of German and practically no knowledge of Gremlin
classrooms to co-operate in finding ways of talking evut the German
classroom situation. Although for each it the starting point natural-
ly was a German concept. it was obviously not possible to s:eply list
these in German and then ask subjects how they would render these in
En4111sh, e.g. in a format such as 'Hew would you say Die Talel blends!
in English'?" bather. it was necessary to develop descriptions and ex-
planetions of these concepts in English, and attempts had to be made
to formulate these such as to eventually elicit a paraphrase of the
concept required. as e.g. in the folic:vino example,

Age blackboards have a fairly shiny surface. and sometimes
the light is reflected in such s eau as to Lake it impossible
to read what Is on the board from some positions in the room.
In such cases, a pupil -fight complain by saying

(questionnaire pagi-0.

This approach media the questionnaire rather long - 12 pages are
quits an ieposlCan (although motivation to complete the task was
041b04 along a little by tale, able to pay a small raseineratiom for
completion). Wore importantly, however. there was of course no guaran-
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ter that the descriptions were unambiguous enough for the native spea-
kers of Englis.1 to form an idea of rhat exactly was meant in each in-

stance. Therefore, interviews were conducted with the subjects after
they had made a first attempt to complete the questionnaires their
own, and in these sessions, which took about cn hour each, the question-
naires were gone through together and explanations added wherever it
appeared that the descriptions had failed to function properly. Typi-
cally, subjects had considerable difficulties in switching over to con-
ceptualising matters in the German way - often, initial replies drew
attention to tree fact that this did not apply' followed by extensive
explanations of the ways in which thimge were done in their home set-
tings. These explanations were no doubt very interesting in themselves,
but provided no help for the problems pinpointed here. A large propor-
tion of the time of the interviewswestherefore spent in persuading
the subject,: to at least try to suggest ways of what one might say for
a particular concept (such as Klassenbuch) even if things were (ob-
vicNsly) orgentsed differently-it-Few. t night be added here that
they interviews, certainly as far as conducted by the author himself,
were perseeelly very satisfying and provided him with highly inter-
esting insights into the details of the day-te-dey running of foreign
language classes in many parts of the Enllish -speaking world!

4 ResOts

thily a few ( toe over 3coo individual data obtained An this way
can ha presented and discussed here (cf. note 2).

As a start. it may be instructive to look at the results obtained
in reply to descriptions of the Gannon concepts of LektUre. Notizbuch
of the teacher). Kausheft, Aufeebenbeft, Arbeitsheff, and
which are grouped fog-11W herise theTrarieriect aspects 73r
the duce /Heft notion in Gerson. The formOytion of the items is shown
In Table I, Ilve results are listed separately for each item in Tables
2 7,

The results obtained in reply to item 1 (cf. Table 2) show (1)
that native speakers would probably avoid the problem by using the
title of the booklet to refer to it, and (ii) that if they wentz.1 to
no aura precise they would have to say swathing like supplementary
Tirtext re+11eeder which is quite a mouthful and therefore un-

y usmrla a navel clas-roam. Vaguer toms suggested as
suitable are reader and readi -book: although the first appears more
frequently in-fg-Froplies, is o associated with publications
providing selections fray various scurcee rather than one story only,
so that we would me end the second as the better term to refer to
what is called a Lektiire in foreign language teachieg, in Germany -

qnless one a.lopts the native speeler's strategy of avoid* the term
altogether in the way indicated above.
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Table I

Item GroJp "Books" (page 31

A book or booklet containing a cont:suous story, used in foreign
language classes as reading material in addition to the actual
course book, would be called a

The (octavo-sized) book which the teacher carries around with
is and uses to note down information about the pupils perfor-

wince and reminders about work still to be handed in etc. would
be called a

A cook used by pupils fu writing in both in class (for class-
room work) and at home (for hoework) would be called a

A bo,-;t; .;ad by pupils to note down what homework has been set

for which subject and for which day would be called a

A 000k which the pupils use for writing in only whet they do en
official test in class would be called a

6 The book which contains t".e official -*cord of the work done in
class, of the marks given for the tests written during the
school year, of insttnces o: absence and of arriving late, and
of any disciplinary measures taken it the case of individual
pupils is called the

of 7ich there is one per class constantly kept at the szhool.

Table 2

Item I *Lektik^e- Results

novel/text

reading hook

(reading) book/
title would be naned

reader

surypleoentery reeing
book

story (readino book

reader (more than 1
selection) reacting

000k

book;ets

no°-:/reeder

reader

textis'ory book

supplementary tevt

text

supplementary
reading book

literature book

reader

story-book

reader

seder

(referred to by title
of book)

supplementary reader

reader /reading book

reader/bookolsbery-book/
novel

reader

novel

reading book

reader
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Table 3

!tea 'Motizbuch'.. Results

the black book

teacner's notebook

punishment hoot
little book

notebook

record book/
teacher's notebook

grade book/
teacher's noteboos

notebook

notebook/grade boo,:

attendance book

little red book

black book

grade book

teacher's record

teacher's notebook

teacher's handbook
the black book

diary/notebook

detention book

teacher's notebook

ark book/
lesson notebookImi.[

mirk book

(scholars') record
book

notebook /diary /mark
book

notebook/packet-book

teacher's mark bank

scholars' record book

notebook

black book

diary

Part of the significance attached to the teacher's Notizbuch in
the German system steam from its place in the record-keeping, large
proportions of which are done at home by teachers. as a consequence
of the halfday schooling system customary in Grammy: since all
official records oust remain available at the sctoml. some double
book-keeping is necessary to enable teachen to work at home. Thus,
although the teacher's Not is his ova private property. pupils
recognize iawediataly tha means

ova

when starting to get his
Notizbuch out during a lesson. The various versions offered in reply
r6-5-11-Ttee (cf. Table 3) reflect niffereit aspects of tho functions
the book soy have without. however. covertly thee all. it seems that
a general term such as (teacher's) notebook is the most suitable so-
lution here. ith the tpecificationg*-Tift to the situational
context in class.

A similar solution sierjests itself in COmrrwction with Lie Auf-
gabenhIft (cf. Table 4). for which notebook can serii-as
t ears 5F sufficiently unambiguous in -ti-li-ibich it would
be used. Hare precise versions could be oast notebook or home-
work diar y (the first probably marked es Can g s . It s1 Td
bit noliTlhat the Aufgabonheft - which is atom e specie) y a.-ranged
octavo-sized booklet with spaces on the virgins to enter the lessors
of the week in groups following the iadividuel days sad with empty
lines to write the homework dull for the privets ',abut them -
plays an important role in the life of a Gionmo Wool child. The
half-day schoolini usual in Germany tends to relegate most written
work to homework. and to keep testy of idiot IS olms for when can be

quite complicated. Pupils are even asked to show their homework note-
books to see whether they in fact entered. the hoowwwit set in the
right space - and if this happens dude/ an Dollish lesson it wovld
be useful to NVII. an Enelish bans for it.
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Table 4

:tem A *Aafgabeoheit':Resuits

note cook

homework aiary

homework-notebook

notebook/jotter

pad/assignment book

appointment
(caIendar)bolk

(howeork)assigrment
notebook

calendar

notebook reminder

notebook

assignment book

assignment notebook

assignment notepeol
'minder pad

homework bock

ass.ignment bock

homework notebook/
diary

homework diary

homework diary

homework diary

(write In back of
homework book)

homework book

notebook

,Rebook /homework
book

notebook

homework notebook/
jotter

exercise book

homework book/
prep-diary

prep book

prep book

homwork diary

The resalts of items 3 (Hausheft) and 5 (Arbeitshefg are inter-
esting to compare (cf. Table because the distinction reflected in
the German terns - the first as the book to he written into in class
and at home generally end the second as the book only to be written
into for written Classroom tests wi-!ch are thus collected in it - is

(copy)book, and a test book is of course usual y pre-pr n ) "g
nat identical with distinctions such as co dotter - fair

of papers outlininii-Egi-TIToistions which are to be answered on individ-

ual sheets, for one individual test only. Not surprisingly. the an-
umwsshow a wide spread of suggestions. Although notebook is techni-
cally correct. it should perhaps be avoided for Niuelft if it is
made to serve other meanings A wall (see above). Jotter/rt.:ugh book
are not quite appropriate for cae homework aspect 5, the use the Hus-
heft (independently of what some of the books actually might look
Ti).1E Thus. exercise bookappears as the most convenient solutlan. For
4beitsheft, 5117115WIf probably too regional to be useful. and test
hifiWriTthough hathnically precise way be too long. This leaves
Tift-Wit in spite of the slightly different essociatiems connected
his term by native speakers of English.

The last item of this group (klassenbuch, cf. Table 6) Is again
characterised by the problem of liargvnilid a general term where
in English more specific ones are used (register. record files, course

to refer to the various aspects of-the record leaping oliaid--
/W

as

M! effective etiministration of school life. It goes without
saying that these various aspects are also handled in physically Dif-
ferent record. in England - hence the different imams - whereas in
the German system all the information about the members of s clue.
the mras received, lessons held. attendances etc. s collected%
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Table 5

!tos 3/5 'Hausheft' 'Arbeitsheft". Results

exercise

jitter

CokflexerCiSe W.4

exerOSC DO.Di

notebook

notebook

homeworkf

cuss notebook

note000k

noteook

000t

tiertiSt no-A.

4d cooybook

test cy
ekes

test nocebo6

ce bw)tIes

ml.t4x,k

tef,;=. bc.fgkIAt

Z-g2.4A

Heusheft

notebook

notebook

nctepoo::,

notebook

exercise bock

exercise book

exercise book

%rough book)
exercise book

exercise book

exercise book

Arbeitsbeft

blue book

blue book

blue book

testbook(let)/
-.4stsksatiereer.

test/mese folder

test book

test book

test book

exercise book

rooile book

Wlertii book

exercise book

exercise book

exercise book

exercise book

test book

exercise boa/test book

exercise bork/tc,! wok

test book

test book

tatt-book
(test book)

test book
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Table 6

Itee C *Klassenbuch': Results

record book

report book

assessment records

register/class
record book

ro;e book/record
book

grade book/official
record book

class book/class
register

grade book

attendance book

attendance book

grading book/register

roll book register

course record

student record
(narkbook)

markbook/teacher's
register

official record book

form book

black book

register

(various filing
systems)

report book

register

class register
(names only)

register

(record files)

official scholars
record 1,ok

mark book/register/
punishment book

mark book/register

record of work
book/ lesson
planners/ mark book

one book. The answers obtained reflect this difficLlty in that they
either highlight one of the aspects only (grade book, attnoance
book, black book ett.), or suggest a conbination of-thiie-.Veaserk
56ii/ book)which is descriptive rather than-
ag-ie solution. or simply point out the incompatibility of the sys-
tems (e.g. various filing systems, class register:names only) xich
Is factually correct but foes not sisTa-the problem.

Naturally. it is inappropriate to expect a single *correct*
solution. in these cases What is needed are suggestions which are
least likely to be eithe- misleading or incomprehensible to native
speakers of the language. Since the term record can be taken to cover
records of all kinds (attendance. perforemisc:behaviour, course work
etc.) we would suggest record book as a way of referring to the Mas-

h of German schooliT-ii-iFiference to the clumsier if more
prec se mister and record book put forward in same of the answers.

The sect A group of items to be presented here tries to elicit
paraphrases for the German concepts of Klassenlehrer, Entscholdigung.
schwhazee (lessee. day(s)) While the first of-these might again come
liFicriait the prnblem of different orgenisatory structures. the
others were Included because we were interested in seeing what could
- and would - be said colloquially. below the level of official lam-
Peva.

Table 1 shows how the descriptions of the above concepts were
fereultated.
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Table 7

Item Group "Clcstnoom Business' (pule 7, items 1-4)

1 In each class, there is usually one teacher who is specially

responsible for administrative otters, writing oat the reports,
checking the register and record book, contacting parems if
necessary, organising outings for the class etc.. This teacher
is called the

After an absence a child is supposed to bring
from the parents to explain why it was absent,

3 If a child deliberately stays away from an individual lesson
withcoo a reasonable excuse s/he is said to

If the child deliberately stays away from school altogether s/he
is said to

Table 8

!tot 1 "Klassenlehrer(inNesults

Fore nescer/Mistresi

fore teacher

c,ass/form Mistress/
kisser

c4ss teacher

erofarocat teachtr

class sponsor/homeroom
teacher

homeroom teacher

nomerodm teacher

homeroom teacher

hdme-room teecher/
,.lass administrate

homeroom teacher

homeroom teacher

homeroom teacher

nomerooR teacher

home teacher

fore teacher

form teacher

form teacher

tutor

Form Aesterfltistress

Form Teacher

class teacher/form
master

class teacher/fors
teacher

class(form)teachor

form mistress

form master/

Mistress /Teacher

force tutor

class teacher

farm Teacher

The spread obtrined in the replies tp thegitter ilsupnliihreal)
(cf. Table 8) is not ale to any lack of a WOW - IS WILS
case with some of the items in the Uprev bin% Mea rs be
the result of straightforward regional :I:I Ipaswippricapt
Canediae Wavelets suggested

iirlritg:411:41tucker. 14 spite of comet

12
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be enough common ground in the function involve to recommend to Ger-
man teachers the use of either of tnese terms tc express the concept
of Klassenlehrer. and the choice would probably depend on the erehasis
on irtr-IFffrili or American English in that classroom. German tea-
:hers might note that the term class teacher was only suggested by
5 Oltritisn) Informants. all ovi677145-feliFi-fif'age, 4 of whom with long
dvriods of residencu in Germany.

lable

Item 2 "Entschuldigung": Results

a nice

e note

letter/eete of
excuse

en excuse/letter
of excuse

an excaso/an absence
note

AR excuse

AA LACUAlt

an AMMO note

excuse

AP exam

WpaREMIII=INEM.

a written excuse

a letter/note

a note/note of absence

a note

an explanatory r.zo

absence note

en absence note

a note

a note

a sick none

a letter
a oote

a note

a sick note/a ',at-

ter

an absence note/
sick note

a letter

note

a letter

a note

an absent note

The concept of an "Entschuldi n ' in the sense of a written
statement by parents to Rink n ir child did not attend school
does not seem to be difficult to express (cf. Table u) and there is
quite a nova of acceptable teem available. of which the handiest
&veer to be excuse. (sickjallsenceinote.

What is perhaps more interesting to see is the way in which
staying toy from school deliberately, for a lesson cr for longer. is
referred to infor mally. i.e. between pupils, or perhaps at home, ra-
ther than officially at school. As Table 10 shows. the answers repre-
sent both formal and informal versions. with playing truant the most
morel one in use. Skipping/cuttinj class is frequententithied
with the owning of missTnfa lesson. Regional variations add colour
to the repertoire ( s mitchi weggii it, legging it,
pilVelArat(AE) shalt ps used only with care (ff at
a isle speakers. Our initial ides that it might be neces-
sary in English to observe a Omar terminological distinction between

staying amity for an indirldual less;41, cr. the one hand, and a day or
more on the other, eels not systematically Supportmd by the answers ob-

tained: the first Lase is usually soszified by referrin3 to a class
or lesson missed that ray.wid tt llstinction can therefore be nag-
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Table 10

ens 3.4 "schwanzen' (lesson, day): Results

e r'obbing/skivingi

mitching

skip class

doss a :lass

eltch/miss a class

cutting . class

skip class/play .ruent

be playing bookie/
skipping

skip class

cut class

*schwanzen* (Stunde)

have skipped class

skipped class /cut class

e skipping class

be skipping/playing
hooky

skip class

skip class

skip a lesson/ to skive
o;f

citch/skive

skive

be dobbing

Play truant/scheming
school mitchins/
skiving

play truant/doss

itch/piay truant

be truant/playing
hooka*

deliaquent

bookie (whole day)
skipping (foe either)

be skipping class/
playing hookey

play hooky

oe truant

truant /wag it

skive off

have absconded

play truant

cut the lesson
(class)

play trua

missing a lesson

tag

skiving

skiving

/schwinzen" (Tag)

be playing hookey

be truant

be skipping

skip school/play truant

truant

ploy truant

leg it (Lincolnshire)/
*itch/truant (be
tomnting)

skive

truant /wag it

truant/have the day
off

have played truant

have -fat

play truant

play truant

playing truant

:Ag/play truant

p'ay truant

playing truant

play truant/viten
take French leave

wagging it

iectad from a language point of view es not being lexlcilised - as is

also true for German.

In the final erNups r: items to be presented and discussed here,

we were interested in -^,sible paraphrases of the marks givel in the

&arum school system. these go from 1 at the top to 6 at the bottom

of the scale, with conventionalised pv-zphreses sehr t. gais*

edigend, ausreichsnd. mannelhaft, wigeallgend) P ..1'

iliktrut T _ --Tr%pt-tons were teemulatee
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Are sn^soy in Tables 1 smi ilo

Table 11

Item Group "Wks* (page 9, Items 1 - 61

There are six marks avalloble in the German systea to assess the
child's school performance. Thee go from one to six. The first four
are pass narks and can be paraphrased as follows

the highest possible mark is a "1"
the second highest mark is a '2" a
the neutral, average mark is 4 '3"
the "Just pass' mark is a "4" a

The other two marks are non -pass marks and express two levels of
failure,

inadequate work but not beyond nelp is a '5" a
the lost possible mark is a "6" a

The results obtained are not easy to interpret and are reminders
of the linguistic truism that V-- meaning of Its in a closed set
is largely determined ty the co-presence. and rank. of the other item
in it. File most informants agreed on using excellent for the very
best mark. very good can only be the very best if there is no excel-

lent to precede it: in all other cases it is used to refer to 51.1714-
Z6ii nest mart. A similar shift can be observed in connection with
good: it is only used for second best. if the top mark is tom ad.
or excellent with fr very good following: in all other cases re ors
to Wairerage ark. A frequent alternative given for the average
mar- i satisfactory. which. however. also appears as a mark a grade
looder than everege. in other words as the lowest pass mark. The two
non-pass markt fiFe either both given is fail. or a distinction is
drawn between and verl poor /bad. ICU interesting to observe
-hat martyr etties speakers tried to express German marks in terms of

their own marking conventions (using letters from A-E/F, or giving
percenterelp on the other hand, practically all suggestions were con-
sistent in ihemeelves even if the same term (e.g. satisfactory) would
serve different purposes in the different schemes suggested.

On the basis of the answers obtained here. we would mamma to
the German teacher of English the u!if of the following terms - as al-
ternatives to the Nimes of the Mores as with excellent/very
eel, 2 Vol, 1 - satisfactory /average. 4 pass/fair. 5 r poor,

6 s ribikd
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Thole 126

Avks 1-3: Results

------------------

"senr gut"

A (75%) excellent

excellent A

A (85-100%)

excellent

excellent

excellent wore

A excellent

A very goo,..;

ex,;ellent

A (excellent)

A excellent

A excellent

A excellent

A excellan!

A

exceptional

A fJItlient

loot A

the 5e5t

,.vLolert

exceilw_

A erccfler.:

exce;le;y;

-y

rr,ct!'to_

wery gck-,J/

ax:11tet

e- elleot

A

folio tt,merk

erce!IW

vv-v

A

exc.p:1 et

°gut'

B (55%) very

very good B

B (70-846)
very good

very good

good aork

B good

6 good

6 above ave.legi

R above tterige

Bood
t cove overage

a good

75-9o% 6
wad

8 wstry 9W41

Bo% 6
;Wye overage

re:0

very good

very gdoo

good

good

li*ry good

qood

y:-pod (very good)

1 very good

good

"befriedigena"

(45%) wod

good C

C (55-7o%)
good

goodifail

satisfactory

C average

C satisfactory

C oversee

C average

C avercele

C average

C satitfactori

6o-75% C
average

ca, C, C-gnod

65% I.

average

tromp

fairly good

C satisfactory

C average

average

C good

satisfactory

C

5/10-4,o

C ox

sotisfac.tory

average

1
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TPole 12b

darks 4-6: Results

*apsreiched"

C/D (351) average
below average

fair D

0 (4o-54%)

satisfactory

passie pare pass

passing

0 below average

0 sufficient

0 below average

0 vesatisfactorY

D adequate

0 below average

0 passing

50-5a1 0
sefficient

satisfactory

Sol 0
Wipe average

fair

0 mild do hator

0 sa,tafir

satisfactory

0 fair

fair

Pass

3 fair

fairly MI

below average

Niangelhaft" "ungenUgend"

0 (35%) below
average

E (35-391)
insufficient

fail

unsatisfactory

I incomplete

F fail/inadequate

possibility of
falling

F fail

inadequate

F failed

;". failure with hope

so -sox E

inadequate

t invitisfactory

2o-So% E

poov.

below average

brio. average

Wlow average

E poor

pcoriweak

poor /weal:

3/10

E Kor

only fair

poor

E/F (25%l poor
failure

very bad V

F (lo-241)
P.6 (no grade)

a hopeless fail

failing "a taro"

F failure

F fully inadequate

flunk

F fail

F failure

F failed

F failure

below 4o1 F
wholly inadequate

F definite fail

0-2o% F
failure

very poor

poor

V unclassified

F ver, poor

very poor

F very poor

very poor/week

very poor

F

o/lo fail/worst mark

F va,y poor

eeek

very bad
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5 Conclusions

In the present paper an attempt has been made to present and
discuss some of the results obtained in the course of an investiga-
tion into the language which native speakers of English would use
tc refer to selected aspects of the German classroom situation.

We have argued that it is important *o in.aude the actual class-
room situation of the learners as far as , is within the foreign
language parts of foreign language lessons. nowever, foreign languages
are typically learnt in the educational environommt of the learner's
home contry, rather than that of the target loom. This means
that a direct transfer of the classroom language connected with e.g.
English institutional surroundings is not possible: German children
and teachers need to find ways of verbalising their own surroundings
which very often are rather different.

In order to avoid making suggestions which would lead to a nega-
tive kind of "classroom English" incomprehensible to motive speakers
of the language. outside German classrooms, a survey was conducted
asking 3o native speakers of [welsh from various parts of the Eng-
lish-speaking world to paraphrase in English a number of classroom
situations a* they eight arise in Gerlet. classrooms. This was done
on the basis of an extensive questioonsire, followed up By a face-
to-face interview. A onion problem turned out to be tka need. for
the questionnaire. to develop an eliciteties procedure enabling al;o
subjects with no or next to no COMA and practically no knowledge
of German classrooms to participate in finding yen of talking about
the German classroom situation. The sclutien eventually adopted of
presenting the subjects with carefully phrased descrirons (in
English) of the various concepts to be expressed hope fly in usable
English paraphrases was not always rams:fel: see* ,arts of the
interviews were spent on additional explanations whore care was needed
not to suggest what the interviewer wanted to hear in the firs, -lace.

The results - only some of which could be presented and discussed
here - show that the procedure adopted for this ievestigotion is a
porsil)le way of arriving at the information required. As we have
seen, this does not mean that theanswirs obtained are always easy to
interpret nor that can they be incorporated iota e.g. a German Eng-
lish teacher's classroom language repertoire directly, i.e. without
any further interpretation. Out we hope to have been able to show
that the data obtained in this way ere both necessary end useful as
a basis for recommomdetions in this field.

As stated at the beginning, this investigation is esrt of a ,ar-
gar project concerned with the develop amt of teaching mate- = -'= for
the field of *classroom language' for German teachers of English. It
has proved to be very baleful in placing tees* materials on sounder
foundations and will hopefully. in the long rem, make a substantial
contribution to encourrging teachers and pupils is Germany to Pxplait
more of their cam classroom situation for foreige language interaction
than is often the case at prissiest. by showing hOW this can actually
a* don*.
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upported by ;rant ho. 8$46 of the University of Bielefeld.

Only some of the data obtrined in, the course of this investiga-
tion can be presented here. Mort information is available from
the author, on request. A fuller report is in preparation.

I wish to record my thanks here to iahn Hardman, who as a student
assistant to the project helped to find a large number of the

native speakers who eventually participate°, end who conducted a
felr number of the interview..
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